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1. Implementation Details
We employ the official codes of the AgentFormer model [4],
as found in 1, and the HiVT [6] model, as found in 2, to
evaluate our proposed framework. We utilize the provided
pre-trained models to assess the performance across differ-
ent observation lengths. Specifically, for the HiVT model,
we opt for its smaller variant, HiVT-64, and use the Argo-
verse 1 validation set. All models are trained on NVIDIA
Tesla V100 GPUs, adhering to the same hyperparameters as
specified in their respective official implementations.
Training Loss. In our work, we introduce the FlexiLength
Network (FLN) framework, designed for easy integration
with Transformer-based trajectory prediction models. We
demonstrate its application by evaluating it using two mod-
els: AgentFormer and HiVT. The AgentFormer model is a
two-stage generative model. In both stages, we utilize the
output Y L

∼ D(ψL), following their original loss func-
tion. Additionally, we incorporate our temporal distillation
loss Lkl, setting the balance hyperparameter λ to 1. For the
HiVT model, which is trained using a combined regression
and classification loss function, we also apply the output
Y

L
∼ D(ψL) in line with its original loss function. Our

framework further extends this with our temporal distilla-
tion loss Lkl, and sets the balance hyperparameter λ to 1.

2. Specialized Layer Normalization Study
In our analysis, we classify the components of typical
Transformer-based models for trajectory prediction into
several key parts: a Spatial Encoder for extracting spatial
features, a Positional Encoder (PE) for embedding posi-
tional information, a Transformer Encoder for temporal de-
pendency modeling, and a Trajectory Decoder for gener-
ating predicted trajectories. While various designs differ
among these components, including Layer Normalization
(LN) layers beyond the Transformer Encoder, we investi-
gate these LN layers in different model parts. Our experi-

1https://github.com/Khrylx/AgentFormer
2https://github.com/ZikangZhou/HiVT

ments show that the LN shift in the Transformer Encoder is
the main cause of the performance drop.

Regarding the AgentFormer model, it incorporates two
LN layers in its Transformer Encoder and three in the Tra-
jectory Decoder. We train the AgentFormer model sepa-
rately for observation lengths of 2, 6, and 8 timesteps (Iso-
lated Training) on the Eth dataset [2, 3]. We then use the
same trajectory to pass through these three trained models
independently and analyze the LN statistics in the first LN
layer of the Trajectory Decoder. The input feature of this
layer has a dimension of 20 × 256, and we chart these val-
ues across the 20 dimensions depicted in Fig. 1, as the LN
affects the last dimension. Our observations reveal minimal
statistical variance at different observation lengths, indi-
cating that feature representations extracted from the same
trajectory at varying observation lengths have a very sim-
ilar statistical structure for subsequent decoding (predic-
tion). We conduct further experiments that apply three ad-
ditional specialized LN layers in the Trajectory Decoder on
the nuScenes dataset [5], detailed in Tab. 1. Applying spe-
cialized LN to the first LN layer results in almost the same
performance. The addition of two or three specialized LN
layers within the Trajectory Decoder shows minimal im-
provement. Consequently, we decide to implement special-
ized LN layers only in the Transformer Encoder to balance
performance with model complexity.

The HiVT model uses several LN layers in each of its
components. Yet, our observations indicate that a notable
statistical discrepancy arises primarily in the Transformer
Encoder. We conduct additional experiments that involve
the use of additional specialized LN layers in different com-
ponents on the Argoverse 1 [1] validation set, as detailed in
Tab. 2. The findings are consistent with our observations
from the AgentFormer model. Consequently, we decide to
implement only two specialized LN layers in the Temporal
Transformer Encoder.

In conclusion, it becomes evident that normalization
shifts typically occur within the Transformer Encoder
(Temporal Modeling) when the observation lengths are dif-
ferent. This shift is also one of the reasons for the perfor-
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Figure 1. Layer Normalization statistics for the first LN layer of
the Trajectory Decoder in the AgentFormer model, trained (Iso-
lated Training) on the Eth dataset with observation lengths of 2, 6,
and 8 timesteps separately

Method Note ADE5/FDE5 ↓ K = 5 Samples

2Ts 3Ts 4Ts

AFormer-IT [4] - 2.02/4.23 1.93/3.97 1.86/3.89
AFormer-FLN - 1.92/3.91 1.88/3.89 1.83/3.78

AFormer-FLN +1 SLN 1.92/3.92 1.87/3.89 1.83/3.78
AFormer-FLN +2 SLN 1.91/3.91 1.87/3.88 1.83/3.77
AFormer-FLN +3 SLN 1.91/3.90 1.86/3.88 1.82/3.76

Table 1. Specialized Layer Normalization study in the Agent-
Former model on the nuScenes dataset. The term +l SLN refers
to applying l extra Specialized Layer Normalization layers within
the Trajectory Decoder.

Method Note ADE6/FDE6 ↓ K = 6 Samples

10Ts 20Ts 30Ts

HiVT-64-IT [6] - 0.92/1.43 0.81/1.17 0.69/1.04
HiVT-64-FLN 0.81/1.25 0.72/1.08 0.65/0.98

HiVT-64-FLN +2 SLN-SE 0.80/1.24 0.72/1.08 0.65/0.98
HiVT-64-FLN +4 SLN-TD 0.81/1.24 0.71/1.07 0.64/0.97

Table 2. Specialized Layer Normalization study in the HiVT-64
model using the Argoverse 1 validation set. The term +2 SLN-
SE denotes the addition of 2 Specialized Layer Normalizations
in the Agent-Agent Interaction module within the HiVT’s Spatial
Encoder, while +4 SLN-TD refers to the addition of 4 additional
Specialized Layer Normalizations in the Trajectory Decoder.

mance drop. This finding is consistent with the empirical
results discussed in the main section of the paper.

3. Validation of Normalization Shift
To further validate that our FlexiLength Network (FLN)
can alleviate the Normalization Shift problem, we analyze
the Layer Normalization (LN) statistics between Isolated
Training (IT) and FLN, both trained using the AgentFormer
model on the nuScenes dataset. We use an identical trajec-
tory with 3 agents over an observation period of 4 timesteps
and process it through both IT and FLN models separately.
The first LN layer in these models receives an intermedi-
ate input feature with dimensions of 12 × 256. Since LN
operates along the last dimension, the statistical outcomes,

Figure 2. Layer Normalization statistics for the first layer of the
Transformer Encoder in the AgentFormer model, with IT trained
at the observation length of 4 timesteps. Both IT and FLN are
evaluated at the same observation length of 4 timesteps.

Method Dataset ADE20/FDE20 ↓ K = 20 Samples

2 Ts 6 Ts 8 Ts

AFormer [4]
Eth

0.661/0.966 0.640/0.946 0.451/0.748
AFormer-IT 0.467/0.757 0.452/0.757 0.451/0.748
AFormer-FLN 0.450/0.742 0.432/0.730 0.411/0.721

AFormer [4]
Hotel

0.225/0.349 0.166/0.277 0.142/0.225
AFormer-IT 0.161/0.276 0.148/0.242 0.142/0.225
AFormer-FLN 0.153/0.248 0.138/0.232 0.124/0.210

AFormer [4]
Univ

0.341/0.538 0.275/0.475 0.254/0.454
AFormer-IT 0.263/0.478 0.251/0.458 0.254/0.454
AFormer-FLN 0.251/0.457 0.244/0.447 0.232/0.430

AFormer [4]
Zara1

0.250/0.412 0.212/0.347 0.177/0.304
AFormer-IT 0.184/0.319 0.179/0.310 0.177/0.304
AFormer-FLN 0.178/0.308 0.162/0.300 0.160/0.288

AFormer [4]
Zara2

0.190/0.312 0.178/0.286 0.140/0.236
AFormer-IT 0.140/0.238 0.142/0.241 0.140/0.236
AFormer-FLN 0.131/0.230 0.131/0.221 0.128/0.217

Table 3. Comparison with baseline models on the ETH/UCY
dataset, evaluated using the ADE20/FDE20 metric. The best re-
sults are highlighted in bold.

depicted in Fig. 2, are presented along the 12-dimensional
axis. The alignment of the two curves indicates that the sta-
tistical values are quite similar, demonstrating the effective-
ness of FLN in mitigating the normalization shift problem.

4. Quantitative Results
In the Experiments section, we present the performance
of our proposed FlexiLength Network (FLN) on the
ETH/UCY dataset through various figures. Additionally,
we include corresponding quantitative results in Tab. 3 for
further reference. It is evident that our FLN consistently
surpasses the performance of Isolated Training (IT) across
different observation lengths in all five datasets.

5. Visualizations
In Fig. 3, we present trajectory prediction visualizations us-
ing the AgentFormer model on the nuScenes dataset. These
visualizations showcase the same trajectory but with differ-
ent observation lengths. We focus on a single agent and



Figure 3. Visualizations of trajectory predicted by Isolated Train-
ing (IT) and Our FlexiLength Network (FLN).

maintain the figure size for easier comparison. These vi-
sualizations clearly demonstrate that our FlexiLength Net-
work (FLN) outperforms Isolated Training (IT) across var-
ious observation lengths, confirming the effectiveness of
FLN in handling inputs with differing observation lengths.
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